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Abstract

Building a Consensus platform for shared sequencing can power an ecosystem of layer-2
solutions such as rollups which are crucial for scaling blockchains (e.g.,Ethereum). However,
it drastically differs from conventional Consensus for blockchains in two key considerations:

• (No) Execution: A shared sequencing platform is not responsible for pre-validating blocks
nor for processing state updates. Therefore, agreement is formed on a sequence of cer-
tificates of block data-availability (DA) without persisting them or obtaining blocks in
full. At the same time, the platform must stream block data with very high efficiency to
layer-2 entities for execution, or (in the case of rollups) for proof generation.

• Builder-Exchange: A shared sequencing platform delegates to external entities to build
blocks and separates it from the role of a consensus proposer. This allows an ecosystem
of specialized builders to pre-validate transactions for diversified rollups, languages, and
MEV exploits. However, separating the task of block-building from proposing brings a
new challenge. Builders want assurances that their blocks would commit in exchange for
revealing their contents, whereas validators/proposers want assurance that the data in
committed blocks will be available and fees paid. Neither one trusts the other, hence the
shared sequencing platform should facilitate a “fair-exchange” between builders and the
sequencing network.

The Espresso Sequencing Network is purpose-built to address these unique considerations.
Among the main novelties of the design are (i) a three-layered DA system called
Tiramisu, coupled with (ii) a costless integration of the DA with the platform’s
consensus core, and (iii) a Builder-Exchange mechanism between builders and the
consensus core.

Note that this paper relies substantially on and can be seen as an extension of The Espresso
Sequencer: HotShot Consensus and Tiramisu Data Availability [84].
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1 Introduction
Building a Consensus platform for shared sequencing can power an ecosystem of layer-2 solutions
such as rollups [51, 89, 83] which are crucial for scaling blockchains (e.g., Ethereum). However, it
drastically differs from conventional Consensus for blockchains in two key considerations:

(No) Execution: A shared sequencing platform is not responsible for pre-validating blocks nor
for processing state updates. Therefore, the validator nodes of the sequencing network do
not need to obtain, nor persist, full copies of blocks. Rather, they form agreement on a
sequence of certificates of block data-availability (DA). At the same time, the platform must
stream block data with very high efficiency to layer-2 entities for execution, or (in the case
of rollups) for proof generation.

Builder-Exchange: A shared sequencing platform delegates to external entities to build blocks
and separates it from the role of a consensus proposer. This allows an ecosystem of specialized
builders to pre-validate transactions for diversified rollups, languages, and MEV exploits.
However, separating the task of block-building from proposing brings a new challenge.

Builders want assurances that their blocks would commit in exchange for revealing their
contents, whereas validators/proposers want assurance that the data in committed blocks
will be available and fees paid. Neither one trusts the other, hence the shared sequencing
platform should facilitate a “fair-exchange” between builders and the sequencing network.

The Espresso Sequencing Network is purpose-built to address these unique considerations. Among
the main novelties of the design are (i) a three-layered DA system called Tiramisu, cou-
pled with (ii) a costless integration of the DA with the platform’s consensus core, and
(iii) a Builder-Exchange mechanism between builders and the consensus core.

The need for a shared decentralized sequencing network. Layer-2 (or L2) solutions such
as rollups [51, 89, 83] have been introduced to improve the transaction processing performance on
top of Ethereum. By handling execution outside the Layer-1, rollups have become the de facto
solution for scaling Ethereum [17]. The immediate benefits for users are obvious: Low latency,
high throughput, fast confirmations and above all low gas fees. Misfortunately the price to pay for
this convenience is high: First of all L2 sequencers are in practice centralized which expose users
to liveness issues [32] and the risk of being censored. While decentralizing the rollup sequencer
could be a solution, achieving the same economic security as Ethereum is likely to be challenging.
Moreover, another fundamental problem remains: By default L2s do not interoperate in a smooth
way. This means we now have to deal with fragmented user bases and liquidity in addition to
encouraging economic centralization due to cross-chain MEV opportunities that are only accessible
to well funded players [65, 66].

A shared sequencing network can support atomic execution of a set of transactions belonging to
multiple rollups, allowing users to trade cross-rollup without risk, opening new possibilities such
as cross-rollup flash-loans and others. Indeed, assuming the shared sequencing infrastructure is
in place, recent proposals such as AggLayer [78] suggest that trustless synchronous interactions
between L2s are possible.

HotShot design principles. The motivation above leads us to introduce HotShot, a decen-
tralized, highly performant network for shared sequencing. In designing HotShot, several design
principles are combined.

First, scaling in the number of validator nodes is crucial for achieving strong security through de-
centralization. This level of decentralization is achieved by adopting a proof-of-stake participation
regime.

Second, bribery attacks, where an adversary, even without knowing who to corrupt, can advertise
payouts for certain verifiable malicious behaviors [9],( e.g., the attacker can create a smart contract
that pays participants to censor specific transactions) are a concern. An adaptive, bribing adversary
is one of the strongest threat models, and is discussed further in [84]. To achieve bribery resistance,
all staked nodes secure the safety of the protocol, rather than relying on any kind of sub-committee
solution. This security level is enabled by utilizing a consensus core with linear complexity in the
optimistic case, which is based on HotStuff-2 [63] coupled with the view synchronization protocol
from Naor and Keidar [70].
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Third, optimizing for quick response in optimistic conditions is a priority. The steady state protocol
of HotShot achieves an important property called optimistic responsiveness, advancing at the speed
of the underlying transport when network conditions are favorable.

The HotShot consensus core is described in Section 5. We proceed to describe the DA layer, the
Builder-Exchange mechanism, and their integration with HotShot.

Tiramisu: The Three-Layered Data Availability Solution Our data availability solution,
Tiramisu, is designed to balance two requirements. On one hand, we want certifiable data dissem-
ination without fully replicating information and without introducing extra steps to the consensus
protocol. On the other hand, we want efficient retrieval that (in the common case) doesn’t need
to collect and process pieces of data. These requirements are met through three mechanisms,
mirroring the layers of the timeless Italian dessert.

At the base, the Savoiardi layer, uses a newly-introduced variant of the verifiable information
dispersal (VID ) scheme from [7] to guarantee data availability. The idea is to encode the data
block into erasure-coded chunks and send one chunk per node. Nodes that receive valid chunks
return a signed acknowledgement, of which a quorum certifies the availability of data against
corruption of less than one third of the nodes. (As we shall see below, the Savoiardi certificate
of availability double-serves in consensus as a quorum of votes.) To destroy data availability, an
adversary would need to control 1/3-fraction of the stake in the system.

A disadvantage of Savoiardi is the cost of retrieval. A rollups who wishes to recover the full payload
must download shares from many storage nodes and spend computation resources to decode the
payload. To remedy this, we introduce the Mascarpone layer. This layer enables fast reconstruction
through a randomly elected small random committee. Each node in this committee receives the
entire block data. A valid DA certificate must include a signature by a threshold, e.g. 80%, of the
committee. This ensures that with high probability, every quorum of two-thirds will include one
honest node that can provide fast access to the data and aid reconstruction. The random selection
ensures that the committee can be small, but unfortunately, this also makes it more vulnerable to
briberies. The Savoiardi layer does not have this vulnerability and provides the strongest security.
Combining Savoiardi and Mascarpone gives both strong security and fast reconstruction.

Finally, we can optimistically increase the performance of the system by adding a content delivery
network (CDN), which we call the Cocoa layer. The CDN can cache and efficiently distribute data,
and can be thought of as an efficient broadcast layer. It can deliver performance on the level of
traditional Web2 infrastructure, but it is entirely optional and is backed up by the Mascarpone
and Savoiardi layers. When the CDN is online, it can significantly improve the performance of
those layers and the system overall, by quickly disseminating data and providing fast access to it.
The Cocoa layer aligns well with our optimistically responsive goal, where the solution works faster
when all components are fully working and online, but still gives high-security guarantees in the
presence of an adversary.

In terms of complexity, the Savoiardi VID scheme has linear message complexity for storing/re-
trieving data, albeit only constant bit costs. The Mascarpone and Cocoa layers have constant
message complexity for storing/retrieving. Retrieval from Mascarpone or Cocoa is fast and has a
constant communication cost. A bribing adversary might corrupt the entire random DA commit-
tee, forcing the protocol to use Savoiardi to retrieve the data. This does not hurt liveness but can
cause a slowdown and inefficiency. However, a cheaper attack would slow down consensus leaders
anyway. Thus, we expect that Savoiardi will seldom be triggered for data retrieval, and the data
can be retrieved quickly from CDN nodes or the small DA committee in the optimistic condition
where the leader is honest and the DA committee is not bribed.

Integration of Tiramisu DA with HotShot Consensus. HotShot is a view-by-view protocol
based on HotStuff-2: each view has a leader that proposes a block (possibly outsourcing the
construction of the block to a third party) to extend the sequence of blocks. In order to drive a
consensus decision, the leader must collect a quorum of votes forming a Quorum Certificate (“QC”)
on its proposal. For liveness, the nodes in HotShot consensus need to ensure data availability
before voting for a vector commitment proposal. This is done by stipulating that a node votes
on a block proposal only if (i) the proposal carries a certificate that a threshold of parties in the
random DA committee received the full data, and (ii) the node itself received a Savoiardi piece for
the commitment. In this way, when a QC is formed towards a sequencing decision, it a fortiori
guarantees that a block’s data will always be available.
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Integration of Tiramisu DA with a Builder-Exchange. Separating the task of block-
building from consensus validation, so that it is performed by two different entities, brings inherent
challenges that relate to the trust between the two:

Builders concern: Builders are concerned about revealing blocks before they are committed
to slots in the blockchain. The predominant reason is that block builders in ecosystems like
Ethereum invest substantial effort in searching and exploiting MEV opportunities [8], and
they do not want validators to steal [30] what they discovered. Additionally, builders may be
willing to pre-pay a fee to validators in the form of a bid; however, if blocks are not included
in the designated slots, they would lose the fee.

Validators concern: Validators are concerned about committing blocks without having access
to the contents because if the data is not available, they may lose their block rewards and
fees. It also leaves the blockchain with “holes”.

Currently, the concrete solution available for Ethereum to the fair-exchange problem consists of
relying on trusted third parties called relays [44]. Misfortunately, these new single-point-of-failures
have already yielded exploits [31] and are not economically sustainable in the long run [11]. While
decentralized solutions to this problem have been proposed [18], their practicality is still a matter
of debate [72].

The Espresso Sequencing Network addresses this dilemma via a Builder-Exchange mechanism
between builders and the HotShot consensus core. The trick is a Builder-driven approach that
delegates the privilege to propose blocks to the builder which wins a slot (and pays a fee). The
winning builder further uses a commit-reveal scheme that hides the block contents until after the
builder itself is assured that it can drive a commit decision. This exchange hinges on a unique
capability of the HotShot platform: the builder sends a fee payment which is predicated on a
consensus decision that includes its block at the designated slot. HotShot uniquely supports
such predicated payments.

The Builder-Exchange mechanism deals with all but the least probable threats. Briefly,once the
builder reveals enough pieces of the block, the builder itself obtains a QC. Even a bribing adversary
cannot bribe a small subset (e.g., the next proposer or a DA committee) to reveal the block content
in advance of proving the builder with a QC. Once obtaining a QC, a bad proposer or a small subset
of validators cannot hold back the builder from driving its block to commit. Even if a majority
of validators prevent the commit, they will simply be lose progress and be left without the fee.
Finally, while the builder could send a bogus decryption key, this is not a concern, validators form
agreement on what the (bogus) block is.

2 Architecture Overview
In this section, we briefly describe the main components of the Espresso Sequencing Network, as
well as their interactions with users, builders, L2 rollups and the L1 blockchain (e.g., Ethereum).

The Espresso Sequencing Network is a decentralized network of thousands of heterogeneous nodes
providing log replication as a service. Internally, it consists of three core components:

1. The HotShot Consensus layer (Section 5) that enables builders to sequence transactions
without handling execution. It is a permissionless, leader-based, multi-shot BFT protocol
that extends HotStuff-2 [63] to the proof-of-stake setting.

2. The Tiramisu DA layer (Section 3) that guarantees the availability of the data submitted
by builders. More specifically, a set of storage nodes are responsible for the availability
and retrievability of raw transaction data. Since the Espresso Sequencing Network is not
responsible for execution, the data need not be broadcast to every node; this is essential for
achieving better throughput.

3. The Builder-Exchange protocol (Section 4) is an extension of HotShot that allows its leaders
to delegate the task of generating blocks to specialized entities called builders. This protocol
achieves the “fair exchange” of the content of the block provided by the builder against the
guarantee for this block to be committed to the chain.

As shown in Figure 1, the Espresso Sequencing Network interacts with users, builders, L2 rollups
and the L1 blockchain.
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Figure 1: Main components in the HotShot protocol and highlevel workflow.

• Users. Users are participants who create transactions by signing some piece of data with
their private key. These transactions can then be sent to the Tiramisu DA mempool which
is public, or some other entity such as a private pool / builder.

• Builders. Builders have the ability to select and order transactions in order to create
valuable blocks. They obtain users’ transactions from the public mempool or some other
potentially private source.

• Layer 2 (L2) rollups. These are off-chain execution engines (VMs) that accept users’
transactions and deterministically process them after being ordered and finalized by the
Espresso Sequencing Network. Their execution logic could be anything from app-specific to
fully-featured smart contract platforms (like EVM rollups). Furthermore, the prover network
as a subcomponent will periodically update the state commitments in the rollup contract on
L1, along with a validity proof (for zkRollups) or a potential fraud proof (for optimistic
rollups).

• Layer 1 (L1) blockchain. The Espresso Sequencing Network checkpoints the ledger state
to this blockchain. Its primary function is to serve as an always-online, minimally trusted
verification light client for the HotShot Consensus layer. When the L1 is more mature with
wider adoption and higher economic cost for forking/reorg, these checkpoints also provide a
defense in depth on long-range attacks on HotShot consensus. Internally, there is a HotShot
contract that logs the finalized ledger produced by the HotShot sequencers; and one rollup
contract per L2 rollup that reads the ledger state from the HotShot contract and maintains
its rollup-specific states.

The high level workflow between all these components is made of “tasks”. Some of these tasks are
sequential while others are performed in parallel.

1. Generate transactions. Users through their wallets generate transactions which are then
forwarded to some public mempool (e.g. Tiramisu DA mempool) or some private one, which
can be managed or accessed by a builder. At this stage transactions have no specific order
and do not belong to a block yet.

2. Build block. Builders continuously monitor transactions potentially coming from different
sources with the goal of creating valuable blocks. Once the block is ready, the builder may
participate in some kind of selection process (e.g. auction) involving a HotShot leader who
has the right to append new blocks to the HotShot ledger.

3. Commit block. After this selection process is over, the builder and the HotShot leader
engage in the Builder Exchange protocol which aim is to ensure that the block is committed
while no information about its content is leaked to the leader. This interaction also involves
the Tiramisu DA component that ultimately stores and disseminate the block data to all the
replicas of the HotShot protocol.
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4. Fetch rollup block. Rollups monitor the state of the HotShot ledger and periodically fetch
the transactions corresponding to their namespace. By doing so they obtain a rollup block
which can be derived deterministically from the contiguous sequence of Espresso Sequencing
Network blocks and the rollup namespace.

5. Update rollup state. Armed with this block data and potentially some additional auxiliary
information (e.g., snark proof), the rollup can update the state on its L1 contract in order
to make all the transactions included in this block final.

6. Update HotShot light client state. Rollup state validation in the L1 rollup smart
contract consists of a number of steps that includes ensuring the rollup state is consistent
with the HotShot ledger state. While this can be done in a number of ways (e.g. verifying a
zero-knowledge proof inside the rollup contract), the Espresso Sequencing Network contract
gives access to already validated HotShot states to any L1 (rollup) contract.

7. Check consistency with HotShot state. As mentioned above, some rollups may decide
to fetch the HotShot ledger state directly from the HotShot contract in order to verify that
the rollup state is consistent with the consensus state.

3 Tiramisu Data Availability
3.1 Overview
In a conventional consensus protocol each node votes to finalize a new block only after it has seen
the entire data payload for that block. If the payload has size |B| then this requires O(n |B|)
communication which is a key barrier to throughput. A conventional approach to scaling would
send the data only to a sub-committee. Unfortunately, this is not resilient against our assumed
bribing adversary: if an adversary bribed the entire sub-committee holding copies to a finalized
block, its payload is forever lost—a catastrophic failure of liveness.

The Espresso Sequencing Network forms agreement on an ordered list of certificates of data avail-
ability (DA) and therefore, it does not need to disseminate the entire block contents to nodes. In
this section we describe Tiramisu—an efficient, three-layer solution to the DA problem. Each layer
represents a point on the security-performance tradeoff curve. Importantly, the common case of
Tiramisu is fast, keeping the full system (optimistically) responsive. (See Figure 2.)

Cocoa: content delivery network (CDN)
Centralized, web2 performance

Marscapone: small DA committee
Secure against any adversary who cannot bribe 80% of the committee, high performance

Savoiardi
Secure against any bribing adversary, expensive decoding

Pe
rfo

rm
an

ce Security

Figure 2: Tiramisu: a three-layer solution for data availability (DA).

Base layer. Savoiardi: bribery-resilient DA. In rare cases the network operates under pessimistic
conditions: the network is under active attack by a powerful active or bribing adversary, and
the other layers of Tiramisu might cease to function for the duration of this attack.

In this case we rely on a solution similar to Ethereum’s Danksharding proposal [73]. The
proposer of a new block encodes its payload under an erasure code. Then the proposer
partitions the encoded payload into small shares and distributes only these small shares
among all nodes in the network. Assuming |B| is large enough, each piece has size O(|B| /n)
and the total communication is O(|B|). Savoiardi introduces an enhancement to previous
information dispersal schemes that adapts VID to HotShot’s linear communication topology.
A full description of Savoiardi is given in Appendix A.
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payload commitment
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Savoiardi cert

content delivery network

Figure 3: Tiramisu flow. Block proposer disperses block among validator nodes, aggregates attes-
tations into certificates, builds a candidate HotShot block.

Security. This erasure-coded payload has the property that the entire payload can be recov-
ered from any sufficiently large subset of shares. Thus, even if a powerful adversary corrupts
many nodes, the remaining honest nodes are able to recover the payload.

Performance. A disadvantage of Savoiardi is that no single node has the entire payload. A
client who wishes to recover the full payload must download shares from many nodes and
spend computation resources to decode the payload. Thus, while Savoiardi is the ultimate
defense against powerful adversaries, for performance reasons its use should be avoided in all
but the worst network conditions.

Middle layer. Mascarpone: a small DA committee for fast consensus. Most of the time we expect
the network to operate under optimistic conditions: the network is not under attack by a
powerful active or bribing adversary.

In such cases the network can avoid Savoiardi’s expensive payload recovery process and
instead rely on a small, constant-size DA committee. The block proposer or other participant
uploads a new block’s payload to the committee, and the block is finalized after receiving
attestations from a quorum of committee members1.

Security. Members of the committee are selected at random, and the committee is replaced at
the beginning of each epoch. Randomness for this selection is sourced from the decentralized
random beacon (DRB) as described in Section B.1 of the HotShot whitepaper [84]. The size of
the committee is chosen so that if a passive adversary corrupts less than 1/3 of all stake then at
least one committee member is honest with overwhelming probability. Thus, the Mascarpone
layer is secure against all but the most powerful adversaries. It can be compromised only by
an adaptive adversary who can quickly corrupt the committee before it is replaced with a
new one, or a bribing adversary who can corrupt the committee immediately.

Top layer. Cocoa: Web2 performance from a CDN. We can further improve performance under
optimistic network conditions via a centralized content distribution network (CDN).

This solution is simple: the block proposer uploads a new block’s payload to the CDN,
and anyone who wants the block payload may request it from the CDN much like a Web2
streaming service consumer might download a video.

The CDN can also serve as an ultra-fast channel for passing messages between the block pro-
poser and other nodes for use cases such as collecting attestations for the quorum certificate.

A centralized CDN might be an easy target for an attacker, or it could experience occasional
downtime even in the absence of any malicious actor. As such, the Cocoa of a CDN is
well-supported by the Mascarpone layer below it when the CDN us unavailable but network
conditions are otherwise optimistic.

1This is the step that may fail in the presence of a bribing adversary, but will succeed in optimistic conditions as
mentioned above.
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3.1.1 Communication complexity

Tiramisu achieves asymptotically optimal O(|B|) total network communication, summed over all
three layers of the protocol:

Base layer (Savoiardi). The Savoiardi erasure-code dispersal scheme achieves O(|B|) as de-
scribed in Appendix A.6.

Middle layer (Mascarpone). The full block payload is sent to each member of the Mascarpone
committee. The size of this committee is constant. (Say, 10–200 nodes.) As such, total
network communication for this layer is O(|B|).

Top layer (Cocoa). Like Mascarpone, the full block payload is sent to only a constant number
of nodes. In Cocoa, the payload is sent to only a single node—the CDN. Thus, total network
communication for this layer is O(|B|).

3.2 How HotShot uses Tiramisu
HotShot’s use of Tiramisu is simple. During each view, a HotShot consensus proposer (or its
delegate, see Section 4) will attempt to finalize a commitment to a block B with an accompanying
certificate of availability. A DA-certificate is obtained by the consensus proposer by utilizing
Tiramisu. Given a block payload B, the proposer performs the following:

1. Compute the payload commitment C ← Commit(B).

2. Initiate all three layers of Tiramisu concurrently:

Savoiardi. Execute Savoiardi.Disperse(B) with all nodes.

Mascarpone. Upload (B,C) to the small DA committee.

Cocoa. Upload (B,C) to the content delivery network (CDN).

Validator nodes vote in HotShot for a candidate block only if they have seen their own Savoiardi
share of the encoded block. Under this scheme, if the HotShot vote passes then it must also be
the case that a quorum of Savoiardi nodes has each seen its Savoiardi share, so there’s no need to
compile these attestations into a certificate.

In addition, nodes in the DA small sub-committee of Mascarpone respond with a signed certificate
of C.

The proposer of the next block (or its delegate) awaits responses of both types above to compose
a certificate of availability: votes attesting availability of Savoiardi pieces from of quorum of 2f +
1 nodes, and attestations of C from a threshold of the small DA sub-committee. The block
commitment C and its corresponding certification of DA, denoted cert(C), are included on-chain.
As discussed previously, the payload B is too big to fit on-chain, but the security properties of
Tiramisu ensure that B is available.

3.2.1 Liveness

Recall that the block proposer waits for two types of responses to form a certificate of availability,
a quorum of votes attesting availability of Savoiardi pieces and attestations of C from a threshold
of the small DA sub-committee.

Savoiardi is guaranteed to succeed by the properties of the Savoiardi scheme and the HotShot threat
model. But Mascarpone could fail if a sufficiently powerful adversary corrupts the optimistic DA
committee so that it is unable to produce a certificate. In this case, no block can be finalized for
this HotShot view—a temporary failure of liveness.

Because the optimistic DA committee is selected at random and frequently refreshed, the only
way an adversary can reliably cause the committee to fail is to execute an expensive adaptive or
bribery attack. As discussed in Section 5.1, these attacks exhaust the adversary’s budget, after
which liveness recovers immediately.

To put this attack in perspective, observe that the adversary could cause a similar liveness failure
more cheaply by attacking only the leader for this view, so this avenue for attack cannot further
weaken HotShot liveness.
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3.2.2 Forcing expensive data recovery

Assume that the Cocoa layer of Tiramisu (CDN) is not functioning for some reason, as there can
be no problem retrieving payload data when the CDN is functioning. Of all the layers of Tiramisu,
Savoiardi is the only layer that is secure against an adaptive or bribing adversary. Thus, we expect
there must exist an attack whereby the adversary forces the network to rely on the expensive
Savoiardi scheme to recover the block payload.

The only such attack is to corrupt the small DA committee so that it produces a certificate, yet is
unwilling or unable to deliver the payload upon request. In Section 3.2.1 we observed that liveness
attacks exhaust the adversary’s budget. The same principle applies to attacks that force expensive
data recovery.

4 The Builder-Exchange
In this section, we describe an extension of HotShot that enables an ecosystem of block builders in
the Espresso Sequencing Network by delegating the proposing task to external builders. Delegating
proposing to external builder is consistent with the HotShot approach of keeping validators free
of pre-validating transactions and therefore help promote extremely high performance. It allows
builders to emerge and become highly specialized in specific rollups, languages, and MEV extrac-
tion. However, the separation of builder and proposer roles presents inherent challenges.

Builders invest effort into producing a block, e.g., identifying arbitrage opportunities and eploiting
MEV, and they need protection from having their effort stolen. Conversely, each consensus proposer
has a unique privilege to gain fees and block rewards that they do not want to miss, and need
protecting from untrusted builders. In particular, a key challenge relates to a fair exchange between
the builder and HotShot, where deciding the builder block is exchanged for a fee by the builder
and for the builder’s block content. To understand the concern better, consider several strawman
scenarios.

If the builder sent the block to an intermediary, such as the consensus proposer or the DA sub-
committee of the Espresso Sequencing Network, it must trust the intermediary. However, a bribing
adversary might steal the builder effort and replace the block or simply censor it.

If the builder utilized a simple “commit-reveal” scheme (e.g., Fino [64], Ferveo [10], Suave [43]),
letting consensus decide first on a builder’s commitment, and then revealing the contents, then
untrusted builders could spam the system with commitments and drop. This has two adverse
affects. First, proposers may not be able to collect fees or rewards for their slots. Second, they
would leave the chain with ‘holes’ in the sequence.

Conversely, if the builder paid fees upfront, then bad proposers might charge the block fee without
including it in the sequence.

In fact, it should not be surprising that these scenarios present conflicting tradeoffs. The fair-
exchange problem has been studied extensively in the cryptography literature, and it is known
that even a mere fair-exchange of cryptographic strings among mistrusting parties cannot be solved
deterministically [29]. Note that approaches based on the idea of gradually releasing a secret [12,
35, 21] do not work in our context due to tight timing constraints.

To strike a balance between the conflicting requirements, we devise a Builder-Exchange mechanism
that protects both sides against all but the most implausible attack scenarios. In particular, our
mechanism protects the builder from revealing its block against a bribing adversary who can
control the proposer and an entire DA sub-committee, while assuming two-thirds of the validators
are honest. It protects the consensus network from holes in the sequence, i.e., liveness it always
maintained under our threat model. Additionally, HotShot will be able to retrieve the builder’s
block and make a decision assuming rational builders, who are eager to reveal their block once it
is guaranteed a slot in the sequence. Note that an irrational builder could not send anything or
send an invalid block in any case. Therefore, forcing a builder to reveal the block does not provide
any benefit. Uniquely, the Espresso Sequencing Network supports paying fees that are predicated
on a decision to include a block which in a pre-designated slot. This guarantees the system can
charge the builder a fee even if the block itself is invalid.

Below we describe the Builder-Exchange solution in the context of HotShot as the underlying
consensus protocol; however, the mechanism is suitable for other consensus protocols and may be
of interest on its own.
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Figure 4: Builder-driven exchange between a builder and the consensus network.

The Builder-Exchange mechanism is a combination of two core ingredients: (i) a commit-reveal
regime, and (ii) a Builder-driven extension to HotShot. Figure 4 depicts the flow of a block from
the builder until a consensus decision to include it in the sequence:

The commit-reveal scheme is fairly standard: The builder sends an encrypted block proposal and
uses secret-sharing to escrow the key with the validators. In this way, the builder is guaran-
teed that unless a third of the validators collude to reveal the key, the block contents cannot be
revealed.

The builder also sends a fee payment predicated on a consensus decision that includes its block.
In this way, if a majority of validators prevent the commit, they will simply be lose progress and
be left without the fee.

The Builder-driven regime is somewhat unique. The builder itself obtains the lock and sends it to
validators. Builder-driven lock dissemination guarantees that there will be 2f + 1 validators that
prevent the next leader from skipping this slot.

To maintain efficient retrieval of block data through Mascarpone or Cocoa, in this step the builder
should also send the key Kv to the small Mascarpone sub-committee and publish it to the Cocoa
CDN.

5 Full Protocol
In this section, we present an overview of the full HotShot protocol. The protocol revolves around
a consensus core, modified to utilize Tiramisu for DA, as described in Section 3, and finally,
incorporating a Builder-driven exchange between builders and the consensus core as explained in
Section 4.

5.1 The Threat Model
For simplicity, most of this paper uses a static, permissioned setting consisting of n validator
nodes (”nodes”) out of which up to f < n/3 are Byzantine. However, as described in the Espresso
Sequencing Network whitepaper [84], HotShot adapts a permissioned Byzantine Fault Tolerant
(BFT) protocol to the proof-of-stake setting. This enables us to support dynamic network par-
ticipants that can freely join and leave protocols by bonding or unbonding stake. The protocol
should satisfy safety and liveness so long as more than two-thirds of the total amount of stake is
controlled by honest nodes.

To achieve full decentralization, we need to support tens of thousands of staked consensus nodes.
Traditional approaches usually combine a permissioned BFT protocol with proof-of-stake via com-
mittee sampling, where a small random committee will represent the entire set of staked users to
run the consensus. However, this type of scheme usually suffers from adaptive attacks, where an
adversary, that can control only a small amount of stake, can still corrupt the elected committee
and break the security of consensus. There do exist solutions (e.g., Algorand [47], YOSO [46])
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secure against adaptive adversaries. The best known defense is to hide the elected committee until
they published their votes. Thus, an adaptive adversary cannot change the committee’s behavior
after the fact.

However, a bribery attack is still a practical concern for this solution, where a malicious adversary,
even without knowing who to corrupt, can advertise payouts for certain verifiable malicious be-
haviors [9], e.g., the attacker can create a smart contract that pays elected committee members to
censor specific transactions. An important aspect of modelling such adversaries is that they must
have limited financial resources. Indeed, a bribing adversary with infinite budget is not realistic,
and could simply cause a permanent liveness failure we cannot protect against. Thus, to achieve
the desired efficiency and scalability without losing bribery resistance, we let all staked nodes par-
ticipate in the consensus protocol. It is worth noting that this choice of adversarial model led
to mandating a consensus core protocol whose steady state (optimistic) communication complex-
ity is linear: HotStuff-2 [63] as the underlying BFT protocol, coupled with a view sync protocol
(“pacemaker”) from Naor and Keidar [70].

5.2 Views and proposers.
The HotShot protocol operates in a view-by-view manner. Each view v has a designated leader
Lv, and an external party Uv elected as a builder. A discussion of the Espresso’s lottery mecha-
nism for managing builder selection is provided in [85] and is orthogonal to the discussion in this
paper.

The protocol consists of two parts, a steady-state protocol and a view synchronization (or pace-
maker) protocol for advancing views. To guarantee liveness, a pacemaker synchronizes nodes to
overlap in each view for sufficiently long. In this paper, we only elaborate on driving commit
decisions. We defer the details of the view synchronization to the HotShot whitepaper [84].

Block format. The protocol forms a chain of values. We use the term block to refer to each value
in the chain. We refer to a block’s position in the chain as its height. A block Bk at height k is
chained to the block Bk−1 preceding it using a cryptographic commitment denoted Commit(Bk−1).
The form of commitment is determined by the DA layer. (The reason HotShot cannot use a simple
hash of Bk−1 as other blockchains is that Bk−1 itself is not seen by all nodes, only the commitment
used in the DA layer for information dispersal.)

The block at height k has the following format

Bk := (bk, hk−1)

where bk denotes a proposed value at height k and hk−1 := H(Commit(Bk−1)) is a hash of the
previous block’s commitment. The first block B0 = (b0,⊥) has no predecessor. HotShot does not
perform validity check on block content except for verifying that it is chained to a certificate of
availability of its predecessor. We say Bl extends Bk, if Bk is an ancestor of Bl (l > k).

Encrypted blocks by builders. When an elected builder Uv has a block bv to propose, it
initially hides the contents using a symmetric key Kv it encrypts Ev ← EncKv (bv). It then shares
bk := (Ev,Kv) (we will see how below).

Certificates and certified blocks. In the protocol, nodes vote for blocks using an aggregate
signature. To vote for a block Bk = (bk, hk−1), a node signs H(Commit(bk), hk−1). We use Cv(Bk)
to denote a set of signatures by 2f + 1 nodes in view v. We call Cv(Bk) a certificate or a quorum
certificate (QC) for Bk from view v. Certified blocks are ranked by the views in which they are
certified, i.e., a certificate Cv(Bk) is ranked higher than Cv′(Bk′) if v > v′.

Locked blocks. At any time, each node locks the highest certified block to its knowledge. During
the protocol execution, each node keeps track of all signatures for all blocks and keeps updating
its locked block, and uses them to guard the safety of a commit.

View protocol. A view proceeds according to the following flow:

1. Delegate (leader only). At the beginning of each view, the leader waits to collect a QC from
the immediately proceeding view, or for the pacemaker module (mentioned above) to expire
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the previous view. The leader Lv sends the elected builder Uv a signed delegation certificate
Dv := 〈pubkey(Uv), hk−1〉Lv

, along with a certificate Cv′(Bk−1) known to leader which hk−1

refers to. The builder should extend hk−1. In steady state, hk−1 will refer to the immediately
preceding view. If a QC from the immediately preceding view is not available, for instance,
because the previous leader crashed, then the leader includes the QC from the highest view
known to it.

2. Propose (builder only). The builder generates a block Bk ← (bk, hk−1) extending the latest
certified block it was given by the leader. It then uses the DA layer to spread two items:
(i) it invokes Tiramisu (all three layers) to disseminate (PROPOSE, v, Ev, Cv′(Bk−1)) signed
by Uv, along with the delegation certificate Dv and a commitment Cv,1 ← CommitV ID(Ev).
(ii) simultaneously, it invokes Savoiardi to disseminate Kv along with a commitment Cv2 ←
CommitV SS(Kv). The builder uses a variant of Savoiardi that shares Kv and its commitment
Cv,2 with validators using a verifiable secret-sharing [27, 41] scheme. In practice, we use a variant
of Feldman’s scheme [41] where the linear size commitment to the polynomial is replaced by
a KZG commitment [52]. More details can be found in Appendix B. Importantly, Kv is not
broadcast via Mascarpone or Cocoa and each key share sent to replica R must be encrypted
with R’s public key. The builder also sends a fee payment predicated on a consensus decision
that includes a block and key that match the commitment at the designated slot. Note that
the Espresso Sequencing Network uniquely supports such predicated payments.

Crucially, only the commitments and Kv shares incur a linear communication blowup, while
the (encrypted) block content Ev is disseminated erasure-coded via the DA layer, and sent in
full only to a small sub-committee. Hence, this protocol preserves the communication efficiency
of Tiramisu.

3. Vote (all nodes). A node waits to receive the first proposal in view v signed by Uv carrying
(i) a valid certificate Dv of delegation of Lv to Uv (ii) an erasure-coded piece of Ev matching a
commitment Cv,1, (iii) a secret-share of Kv matching a commitment Cv,2, (iv) a QC Cv′(Bk−1)
ranked no lower than the locked block. To vote for the block Bk = (bk, hk−1), the node signs
hk := H(Cv1 , Cv,2, hk−1) and sends 〈VOTE, hk, v〉 as a threshold signature share to Uv. It
updates lock to Cv′(Bk−1).

4. Drive (builder only). Upon collecting 2f + 1 vote shares, form Cv(hk) and broadcast to all
nodes. To maintain efficient retrieval of block data through Mascarpone or Cocoa, in this step
the builder should also send the key Kv to the small Mascarpone sub-committee and publish it
to the Cocoa CDN.

Retrieving a block. Under (common) optimistic scenarios, retrieving the block content is done
by obtaining Ev and Kv through the Cocoa or Mascarpone layers. In worst case scenarios, retriev-
ing the block content is done by reconstructing the key Kv using Shamir secret-sharing, which is a
linear transformation, and reconstructing the encrypted block Ev through Savoiardi. In either case,
applying the key Kv to Ev decrypts the block. Importantly, even if the builder acts irrationally
and sends a bogus key Kv, both Ev and Kv can be retrieved. That is, no hole will be left in the
chain, the builder will be charged a fee for a unique (bogus) block. Finally, note that replicas must
wait for the block Bk to be committed before sending the share of the corresponding symmetric
key Kv in order to avoid a malicious participants to collect shares early on and steal the content
of the block.

Committing a block. A block Bk is said to be committed if there exists an l ≥ k such that
Cv′(Bl) and Cv′+1(Bl+1) are formed, and Bl extends Bk. In other words, either for Bk or for
one of its successors, two blocks at consecutive heights are certified in consecutive views. The
existence of these certificates guarantees that the encrypted content Ev of the block value bv is
retrievable from one of the Tiramisu layers as well as the corresponding decryption key Kv such
that Ev = EncKv

(bv).

Omitted Details. Several mechanisms are left outside the scope of this paper; the details are
provided in [84]. Briefly, they include several efficient primitives (e.g., aggregated quorum certifi-
cates, stake table and decentralized random beacons) to adapt the permissioned settings to the
fully decentralized setting without performance deterioration. The stake stable maps public keys of
stake-holders to validators, and it is managed on the L1 mainnet. When the set of stakers change,
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HotShot dynamically reconfigures the validator set. Additionally, as already mentioned, HotShot
integrates a view synchronization protocol based on Naor-Keidar [70].

6 Related Work
The problem of state machine replication [59, 60, 79] studies how multiple deterministic distributed
machines can agree on a common shared state, even if some of the machines are adversarial or
Byzantine. The last four decades have seen a lot of progress towards designing Byzantine Fault
Tolerant (BFT) protocols for SMR [23, 61, 68, 67, 47, 36]. While reviewing all the work in this
space is beyond the scope of this manuscript, we will describe aspects that are closely related to
HotShot.

Achieving high throughput and low latency. Several works in the past two decades have
focused solely on designing protocols that can process a large number of transactions with low
latency. This includes Nakamoto style protocols [69, 19, 39, 75, 76, 33, 56, 91, 94, 58] as well as
classical BFT protocols under different network conditions such as synchrony [26, 3, 4, 38, 47, 86,
77, 80, 2], partial synchrony [23, 15, 93, 25, 24, 45, 88], and asynchrony [5, 48, 62, 82, 45]. To
improve throughput, a recent line of work attempts to separate data dissemination from consensus
on transactions [28, 37, 36, 82, 81, 76, 91]. Similarly, in terms of latency, the notion of optimistic
responsiveness was introduced and shown to hold for many protocols [75, 77, 80, 93, 25, 23]; in a
nutshell, a responsive protocol finalizes transactions at the speed of the network (independent of
any pessimistic upper bound on network delay ∆).

HotShot borrows many of the above advances and its core consensus protocol is based on HotStuff-
2 [93, 63].

Data availability. At a high level, data availability protocols must ensure that once the data
is shared among the nodes of the network, it can be reliably recovered later. A naive way to
achieve such a goal is to store this data directly on the ledger. In the context of Ethereum, this
is the approach that was taken by most rollups before the introduction of Proto-Danksharding
(EIP4488) [20], causing high gas cost and reduced throughput.

Similarly to Ethereum’s Danksharding proposal [73], Tiramisu leverages erasure codes [90] and
polynomial commitments [52] in order to share the data among replicas. This is how we achieve
low communication complexity for disseminating a block B on the critical path: assuming |B| � n,
where n is the number of parties, the total communication remains O(|B|) as each party only
receives a piece of data of size proportional to a chunk of the block. While recovery is expensive in
the worst case, Tiramisu additionally offers the Mascarpone and Cocoa layers to address efficient
retrieval in the optimistic scenarios.

Bribery resistance. Prior works have classified adversaries as either static, adaptive, or mobile.
While static corruption is a weak adversarial assumption for open blockchain settings, practical
solutions are not known under strong mobile adversaries [74, 95, 13, 42]. Thus, many works aim to
secure themselves under an adaptive adversary, although many of them still incur a high communi-
cation complexity [14, 22, 57, 96, 3, 38, 1, 53]. Algorand [47] improves upon this to simultaneously
achieve low communication complexity using small committees, in addition to security against
an adaptive adversary. However, as also mentioned in [9], we note that an adversary can utilize
bribery attacks to blindly corrupt parties, making solutions based on small committees insecure.
Our solution, on the other hand, obtains the desirable performance parameters while being secure
under an adaptive and bribing adversary.

Use of a CDN. We leverage a hybrid network composed by a Content Delivery Network (CDN)
coupled with a P2P network. In the optimistic scenario, all messages and data will be exchanged
through the CDN, thus guaranteeing close to optimal throughput and latency. While the idea of
combining CDN and P2P networks to improve content distribution has been explored in previous
works [97, 50], their purpose is to boost the performance of centralized systems. In our case the
goal is to maximize network performance most of the time while retaining liveness and censorship
resistance even when the CDN is disrupted or compromised.
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MEV. Maximal Extractable Value (MEV) [34] is a serious concern as it may not only harm
user experience but also undermines the security of the consensus protocol. Among the numerous
approaches to mitigate the negative effects of MEV [64, 54, 49, 55, 87, 98, 44], Proposer-Builder-
Separation (PBS) aims at allowing validators (a.k.a. proposers) to outsource the construction of
blocks to a competitive builder market place. At the core of PBS is the fair exchange problem,
where a builder sends the contents of its block and some payment to the proposer in the hope this
block will be appended to the ledger. In practice the problem is solved via a trusted party called
Relay [44] that allows builders and proposers to run the block auction and ensure both parties
comply with their obligations. In addition to the strong trust assumption, currently relays are
not economically sustainable [11] and thus can only be considered as temporary solution. Getting
rid of the trust assumption would require to enshrine PBS [72] into the consensus protocol (e.g.
Ethereum) which is a complex task and might make it difficult to implement a potentially better
alternative in the future.

Our Builder-Exchange protocol leverages the idea of delegation to circumvent the complexity of
standard approaches such as two-slots PBS [18]. Another benefit from our solution is its modularity,
as it can be integrated to any auction or builder selection protocol. More generally, our Builder-
Exchange mechanism enables the evolution of an ecosystem that manages MEV.
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A Savoiardi Verifiable Information Dispersal
HotShot uses a variant of a VID scheme due to Alhaddad-Duan-Varia-Zhang (ADVZ) that those
authors call AVID-1 [7]. Our variant of AVID-1 is called Savoiardi and differs from the original
scheme in the following ways:

1. Reduce the asymptotic communication burden of AVID-1 Disperse from quadratic to linear
in the number of storage nodes. The quadratic communication of AVID-1 Disperse is due
to the all-to-all messaging among storage nodes in the “echo” and “ready” steps of that
scheme. HotShot eliminates these steps, thus achieving linear communication for Disperse.
(See Section A.7 for discussion.)

2. Augment Commit(B) to include a constant-size vector commitment to certain polynomial
evaluations as described below. The purpose of this augmentation is to enable the use of
quasi-linear algorithms to batch-compute KZG proofs. (See Section A.5 for discussion.)

Next, we informally describe Savoiardi—see Algorithm 5 for pseudocode. Let n be the number of
storage nodes, let r be the rate of the erasure code (example: r = 1/4), let m = rn be the number
of fragments into which the block payload B is split. Without loss of generality we assume that
the block payload B consists of a list of scalars in some suitable prime field, and the size of this
list is a multiple of m so that B has size km for some k.

A.1 Commit
View the block payload B as k sublists of m scalars each. For i = 1, . . . , k view the m scalars
of sublist i as coefficients for a degree-(m − 1) polynomial pi and let p̂i denote the KZG [52]
commitment to pi. For each j = 1, . . . , n let

ej = (p1(j), . . . , pk(j))

denote the k-tuple of evaluations of these polynomials at j. Let vc denote an arbitrary constant-size
vector commitment scheme. Commit(B) is defined as the pair (h, v) where

h = hash(p̂1, . . . , p̂k)

v = vc(e1, . . . , en)

(If desired, the bit length of Commit(B) could be further reduced by hashing the pair (h, v).)

A.2 Disperse
Disperse(B) is a one-round interactive protocol between the block sender and the storage nodes.
For j = 1, . . . , n the sender sends the following data to storage node j:

1. Polynomial commitments p̂1, . . . , p̂k and the vector commitment v. (This data is the same
for each storage node.)

2. An evaluation tuple ej = (p1(j), . . . , pk(j)) and a vc opening vj for ej to v.

3. A constant-size aggregate KZG witness wj of the polynomial evaluations relative to the
polynomial commitments.
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Disperse(B)

. Sender
1 : p1, . . . , pk ← interpret B as polynomials
2 : p̂1, . . . , p̂k ← KZG commitments to p1, . . . , pk

3 : for j = 1, . . . , n

4 : ej ← (p1(j), . . . , pk(j)) evaluate polynomials
5 : endfor

6 : h← hash(p̂1, . . . , p̂k)

7 : v ← vc(e1, . . . , en)

8 : t← hash-to-field(h, v)

9 : p←
k∑

i=1

tipi (random lin combo)

10 : (w1, . . . , wn)← batch-KZG-prove(p)

11 : for j = 1, . . . , n

12 : vj ← open v at ej

13 : Send to storage node j:
14 : p̂1, . . . , p̂k, v and ej , wj , vj

15 : endfor

. Storage node j

16 : Receive p̂1, . . . , p̂k, v and ej , wj , vj

17 : Verify vector opening vj of v at ej

18 : h← hash(p̂1, . . . , p̂k)

19 : Commit(B)← (h, v)

20 : t← hash-to-field(Commit(B))

21 : p̂←
k∑

i=1

tip̂i

22 : p(j)←
k∑

i=1

tipi(j)

23 : KZG-verify(p̂, j, p(j), wj)

24 : Store p̂1, . . . , p̂k, v and ej , wj , vj

25 : indexed by Commit(B)

26 : Send to Sender: sign(Commit(B))

. Sender
27 : Wait for q valid sigs s1, . . . , sq

28 : of message Commit(B) from storage nodes
29 : s← aggregate sigs s1, . . . , sq

30 : return certificate of retrievability
31 : cert(Commit(B)) = (s, Commit(B))

Commit(B)

1 : p1, . . . , pk ← interpret B as polynomials
2 : p̂1, . . . , p̂k ← KZG commitments to p1, . . . , pk

3 : h← hash(p̂1, . . . , p̂k)

4 : for j = 1, . . . , n

5 : ej ← (p1(j), . . . , pk(j)) evaluate polynomials
6 : endfor

7 : v ← vc(e1, . . . , en)

8 : return commitment (h, v)

Retrieve(c, cert(c))

. Client
1 : Check validity of cert(c)
2 : Retrieve p̂1, . . . , p̂k, v from somebody
3 : h← hash(p̂1, . . . , p̂k)

4 : Verify c = (h, v)

5 : t← hash-to-field(h, v)

6 : p̂←
k∑

i=1

tip̂i

7 : Send to all storage nodes: “retrieve c, cert(c)”
. Storage node j

8 : Receive “retrieve c, cert(c)”
9 : Retrieve ej , wj , vj and send to Client

. Client
10 : Receive ej , wj , vj from storage node j

11 : Verify vector opening vj of v at ej

12 : p(j)←
k∑

i=1

tipi(j)

13 : KZG-verify(p̂, j, p(j), wj)

14 : Store j, ej

15 : Retrieve from m storage nodes j1, . . . , jm

16 : for i = 1, . . . , k

17 : pi ← Interpolate from pi(j1), . . . , pi(jm)

18 : endfor

19 : B ← Interpret p1, . . . , pk as a block payload
20 : return B

Figure 5: VID
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The KZG witnesses w1, . . . , wn are computed as follows:

1. Compute the pseudorandom scalar

t = hash-to-field(Commit(B)) (1)

2. Compute the polynomial p as a pseudorandom linear combination

p =

k∑
i=1

tipi. (2)

3. Each wj is a KZG witness for the polynomial evaluation p(j). Batch-compute all KZG
witnesses w1, . . . , wn in quasi-linear time via the Feist-Khovratovich algorithm [40].

On receiving this data from the sender, each storage node j checks the integrity of its data. If the
integrity check succeeds then the storage node stores its data for later use and replies to the sender
with a signature of Commit(B) to indicate its success.

The integrity check proceeds as follows for storage node j:

1. Verify the vc opening vj for ej relative to v.

2. Compute t as in (1) and the commitment p̂ and evaluation p(j) according to

p̂ =

k∑
i=1

tip̂i (3)

p(j) =

k∑
i=1

tipi(j) (4)

3. Run KZG verification to check that the witness wj is consistent with p̂, j, and p(j).

The sender waits for signatures of Commit(B) from at least q storage nodes. (The choice of q
is discussed in Section A.4.) The certificate of retrievability for block payload B consists of an
aggregation of these q signatures and Commit(B).

A.3 Retrieve
Retrieve(c, cert(c)) is a one-round interactive protocol between the client and storage nodes. The
client fetches the polynomial commitments p̂1, . . . , p̂k and vector commitment v from somewhere—
possibly from one of the storage nodes—and checks correctness of these commitments by verifying
c = (hash(p̂1, . . . , p̂k), v). Next, the client computes the scalar t as per (1) and polynomial com-
mitment p̂ as per (3).

The client extracts the identities of at least q storage nodes from cert(c) and sends a request to
each such storage node for its block data for commitment c. Storage node j retrieves its data tuple
ej and witnesses wj , vj and sends this data to the client.

On receiving this data from a storage node j, the client checks the integrity of the data:

1. Verify the vector opening vj for ej with respect to v.

2. Compute p(j) as per (4) and verify the KZG-witness wj with respect to p̂, j, and p(j).

The client waits for at least m successful retrievals from storage nodes j1, . . . , jm. For each i =
1, . . . , k the client recovers the degree-(m−1) polynomial pi from the m evaluations pi(j1), . . . , pi(jm)
via interpolation. The coefficients of p1, . . . , pk are precisely the data in the block payload B.

A.4 Storage quorum size
The number q of storage nodes in a certificate of retrievability is chosen so that the Disperse sender
and Retrieve client are both guaranteed to succeed even in the presence of up to f malicious
storage nodes. Thus, we require m+ f ≤ q ≤ n− f . There are many choices of f,m, q that meet
this constraint. For example, the overhead from erasure encoding is inversely proportional to the
erasure code rate r = m/n, which is maximized at m = n− 2f , implying q = n− f . Alternatively,
a smaller choice of r enables larger f or smaller q.
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A.5 On the need for a vector commitment
We defined Commit(B) in Section A.1 to include a commitment v to the vector (e1, . . . , en) of
polynomial evaluation tuples. Why? For each j the pseudorandom scalar t must depend on the
evaluations p1(j), . . . , pk(j) as otherwise a malicious sender could produce a valid KZG witness for
incorrect evaluations.

An alternative that avoids the need for a vector commitment is to define a different scalar tj for each
storage node j as tj = hash(Commit(B), p1(j), . . . , pk(j)) and compute p, p̂, and p(j) differently for
each storage node using tj instead of t.

Unfortunately, computation of these polynomials (and their KZG proofs) precludes the use of
Feist-Khovratovich and introduces a quadratic dependence on the number n of storage nodes for
the sender’s run time. As quasi-linear runtime is a priority for HotShot, we prefer the additional
communication overhead of the vector opening vj over O(n2) run time for the sender.

A.6 Asymptotic complexity
Let |B|, |open| denote the size of the block payload B and vector openings vj , respectively. Total
communication over all nodes for the payload B (without overhead) is O(|B|). Overhead per node
is O(k + |open|). Recall that kn is O(|B|). Thus, if |open| is constant then Savoiardi achieves
optimal asymptotic communication complexity O(|B|).

Asymptotic computational complexity for both Disperse and Retrieve includes many costs, such
as computation and verification of a vector commitment. But these costs are dominated by the
discrete Fourier transforms (DFTs) computed in these protocols. Field arithmetic is cheaper than
group arithmetic, so we account for these two costs separately.

Disperse. For each i = 1, . . . , k the polynomial evaluations pi(1), . . . , pi(n) cost O(n log n) for
a total cost of O(|B| log n) field operations. The batch KZG proof costs O(n log n) group
operations.

Retrieve. The k polynomial interpolations p1, . . . , pk each cost O(n log2 n) [16] for a total cost of
O(|B| log2 n) field operations.

Field ops Group ops
Disperse |B| log n n log n

Retrieve |B| log2 n 1

Table 1: Dominant DFT costs of two main procedures in Savoiardi.

A.7 Minimal termination guarantee
Why does AVID-1 Disperse of Ref. [7] have “echo” and “ready” steps, and why can these steps be
safely eliminated in HotShot? These steps are necessary to achieve strong termination guarantees
for AVID-1. Specifically, AVID-1 achieves both termination (if the sender is honest then all honest
storage nodes complete Disperse) and agreement (if any honest storage node completes Disperse
then all honest storage nodes complete Disperse).

As observed in Ref. [71], such strong termination guarantees are not needed in protocols such as
HotShot. Instead, it suffices that only an honest sender for Disperse is guaranteed to complete
the protocol and obtain a valid retrievability certificate . This weaker guarantee can be achieved
without all-to-all messaging among storage nodes and so we may safely eliminate these steps in
HotShot.

A.8 Strong availability guarantee
Some VID protocols offer only a weak availability guarantee: if an honest client initiates
Retrieve(C, cert(C)) then eventually it terminates and obtains some block payload B′. However,
there is no guarantee that Commit(B′) = C. This weak availability guarantee allows for a much
simpler and faster VID protocol that can be instantiated with any erasure code and any hash
function. Examples of state-of-the-art VID protocols of this type include AVID-M [92] and the
unnamed protocol of Ref. [6].
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The weak availability guarantee implies that a maliciously dispersed payload might not be dis-
covered during Disperse. Instead, discovery must wait until Retrieve, where the client can
re-compute Commit(B′) to check consistency with commitment C.

In the event where a HotShot adversary corrupts both the VID Disperse sender and the entire
HotShot optimistic DA committee so that the DA committee stores no data and the retrieved
block payload B′ is inconsistent with the commitment C, the data-availability can be lost. Fortu-
nately, the event that Commit(B′) 6= C can be an evidence for identifying and penalizing a corrupt
Disperse sender.

• Example: someone could assemble a subset S of storage node shares that recovers B′ and
create SNARK proof that S is inconsistent with C.

• Example: A quorum of storage nodes could each attest that B′ is consistent with its own
share but inconsistent with C.

However, the above mitigations are complex and expensive. A complex, expensive, and rarely-used
mitigation process is especially vulnerable to mistakes. It is not clear that the performance benefits
of weak availability VID is worth this risk.

A.9 Related work
As mentioned previously, Savoiardi is a variant of AVID-1 [7] with weaker termination guarantees.
A similar state-of-the-art protocol is Semi-AVID-PR due to Nazirkhanova-Neu-Tse [71]. Note that
we can alternatively use Semi-AVID-PR as our VID protocol, which has features like a transparent
setup and the support to fast discrete-log-based curves. The tradeoff is that Semi-AVID-PR has
higher verification/communication complexity compared to AVID-1 when the number of storage
nodes is large.

In Section A.8 we cited Refs. [92, 6] as examples of state-of-the-art VID protocols with a weak
availability guarantee.

B Verifiable Secret Sharing
Verifiable Secret Sharing [27] (VSS) is a cryptographic primitive that allows a dealer Pd (in our
context, the builder) to share a secret value s (symmetric key Kv) among n players P1, P2, · · · , Pn

(replicas) so that t < n shares do not leak any information about the secret s, while t + 1 shares
are enough for its recovery. We follow the scheme described in [52] (see Section 4.1) that essen-
tially replaces the linear size commitment in Feldman’s construction [41] with a (constant size)
polynomial commitment.

Share Phase. In this phase, shares are computed, distributed and verified.

• Pd computes a t-degree polynomial Q(X) := s+
∑t

i=1 riX
i where ri are randomly sampled.

• Pd computes the polynomial commitment to Q(X), Q̃ := KZG.Commit(pp,Q(X)), where
pp := KZG.Setup() is some public parameter. In our setting, Q̃ = CommitV SS(s).

• Pd sends 〈SHARE, Q̃, i, Q(i), wi〉 to each replica Pi where wi := KZG.CreateWitness(pp,Q(X), i)
is the polynomial evaluation witness.

• Each replica then runs KZG.VerifyEval(pp, Q̃, i, Q(i), wi) and accepts if the verification suc-
ceeds.

Recovery Phase. In this phase the shares are collected, verified and combined to recover the
secret.

• A participant R willing to recover the secret s broadcasts a message 〈RECOVER, v〉 where v
is a view number.

• When receiving this message, all honest replicas check first that the corresponding secret s
for view v corresponds to a committed block, otherwise an error message is returned.

• Each replica Pi then sends 〈SHARE, Q̃, i, Q(i), wi〉 back to R.
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• R waits for obtaining t+ 1 valid shares, that is shares that satisfies
KZG.VerifyEval(pp, Q̃, i, Q(i), wi) = >. If f is the number of corrupt nodes, we set the
threshold t such that f ≤ t < n− f , in order to ensure recovery is always possible.

• Using polynomial interpolation, R recovers s = Q(0).
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